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Retrofitting 
TIGERS and SPECIAL ASSETS

Tiger tanks, trucks, and Special Weapons Assets are 
great fun, and can be added to any older, established 
scenario with the agreement of both players. Carry 
out the following procedures before starting any 
scenario that does not already include a Tiger tank 
unit or any type of Special Weapons Asset:

TIGER TANKS
TIGER I

The Axis player may replace any Axis 4-figure special forces armoured unit with a 
Tiger tank figure marked with a special forces badge (representing a King Tiger tank 

unit) in any scenario on or after July 1944. The Tiger rules are modified as 
follows for King Tiger tanks: an ordered Tiger figure may move up to 2 
hexes and battle any enemy target unit 4 or fewer hexes away with 3 
battle dice. Only 1 special forces armoured unit may be replaced in this way.

SPECIAL ASSETS
Both players roll one 
die (optionally two, by 
agreement) to see if 
they receive any 

special assets before the 
battle. Consult the table 

below to determine which 
assets have been received, e.g. if 
two grenade symbols are rolled 
then two mortar figures may be 
placed. Players can choose not to 
place one or both of their rolled 
assets if they wish. The player 
moving first in the scenario 
places his assets first:

DICE ROLL EFFECT

Infantry Add an SWA figure of your choice to any one friendly 
regular infantry unit.

Grenade Add a Mortar SWA figure (SWAs 3 – Mortar) to any 
one friendly regular infantry unit

Tank Add an Anti-Tank Gun SWA figure (SWAs 2 – Anti-
Tank Gun) to any one friendly regular infantry unit.

Flag Add a unit of 2 supply trucks (Troops 17 – Supply 
Trucks) to any one hex on your baseline. If supply 
trucks are already included in the scenario, this roll has 
no effect.

Star Roll again. On a roll of STAR for the second time 
place a battlestar marker representing an Heroic Leader 
(Actions 8 – Heroic Leader) with any friendly infantry 
unit. If an Heroic Leader is already included  in the 
scenario, this roll has no effect.

TIGER II (KING TIGER)

The Axis player may replace any Axis 4-figure special forces armoured unit 
with a Tiger tank figure in any scenario on or after September 1942. Any 
number of special forces armoured units may be replaced in this way.1
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